INDOOR SPORT
I N D O O R

S U R FAC E S

A N D

E Q U I P M E N T

EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION
CHALLENGE THE FUTURE
Since 1948, Mondo has been
leading the way and every day
advances towards new goals.

Every year part of our
profits is invested in
Research & Development.

We produce for the sport,
and we are for nature.

Mondo stems from a family
passion that over the years has
created the international brand of
today, a symbol of the production
of innovative solutions for the top
of sport.
In sport we find our identity and
our values.
In sport we acknowledge our
corporate philosophy.

Mondo research centres
collaborate closely with
experts, research institutes and
universities, coaches and athletes
to develop the most advanced
solutions.
In addition to products at the
cutting edge of technology, our
added value is the customized
consultancy that we offer at all
processing stages.
For this we work at the highest
level and we are always
competitive towards the new
demands of international markets.

Environmentally friendly, thanks
to constant and strict controls on
raw materials and throughout the
life cycle of the product.
Production, installation, disposal
are certified and safe for the
environment.
Know-how and innovation to
welcome the new challenges as a
springboard to the future.

Over the past seven years we have put
athletes at the heart of everything we
have done and this, of course, included
supplying them with the best possible
sports equipment and services, your
equipment and your services.
Sebastian Coe
Chairman of the London 2012
Olympic Games Organising Committee

THE 5 RINGS OF MONDO:
FASTER!
HIGHER!
STRONGER!

Basketball

Basketball

Volleyball

ATHENS
2004
LONDON
2012

Volleyball

BEIJING
2008

Handball

Basketball
Paraolimpic games
Handball

Mondo has been the official
supplier of 10 Olympic Games.
It is a pride to know that the dreams of athletes,
coaches and spectators have entered the history
books accompanied by our products.

MOSCOW 1980

Atlanta 1996

SEOUL 1988

MONTREAL 1976
BARCELONA 1992

OFFICIAL PARTNER SINCE 1994

LOS ANGELES 1984

Equipment Supplier Fiba World Cup:
FIBA World Cup 2002, Indianapolis
FIBA World Cup 2006, Japan
FIBA World Cup 2011, Turkey

FIBA World Cup
Turkey 2011

FIVB

Recommended
SYDNEY 2000

Uefa Futsal
ChampioNshipS
2012 - Croazia

Official supplier Uefa Futsal Cup:
UEFA Futsal Championships 2007, Portugal
UEFA Futsal Cup Final 2008, Russia
UEFA Futsal Championships 2010, HUngary
UEFA Futsal Championships 2011, Kazakhstan
Uefa Futsal ChampioNshipS 2012, Croatia
uefa Futsal Cup Final 2012, Spain
uefa futsal Cup Final 2013, Georgia
Uefa Futsal Euro 2014, Belgium

MONDO has been FIVB licensee since
1998 and had renovated again this
cooperation for next 4 years Olympic
period 2013-2016 as flooring supplier.

IHF / BWF

REFERENCES:
IHF certificate of approval for
wooden and synthetic floorings (2013)
BWF certificate of approval for
Mondosport II flooring (2013-2015)

Track & Field
indoor sport
mondo turf	
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OUR BEST CHOICE
DISTINGUISHES US: RUBBER
Mondo is the only company that produces high-level
sports flooring made of rubber.
Mondo R&D centres have focused the most advanced
studies on this multi-purpose material due to its
excellent characteristics:
››Elasticity
››Durability
››Better lifecycle
››Eco-compatibility
This is our choice because it is the best choice for our
customers and the environment.
THE QUALITIES OF RUBBER
Rubber is a natural product derived from the latex of
Hevea brasiliensis, commonly known as the Para rubber
tree, making it a sustainable resource and an ecological
product.
During the manufacturing process, the rubber is
mixed with other natural and synthetic elements. The
mixture then passes through further machinery and is
“vulcanised”, a process which through heat and pressure
gives the rubber strength and durability. The result is
a superior surface which has a life expectancy of more
than 15 years.
While other materials, such as PVC, harden quickly, for
rubber this process is much slower, a characteristic
which allows MONDOFLEX II to maintain its
biomechanical properties longer and ensure better
durability.
Another characteristic of rubber is that, for installation,
it is not necessary to use a welding curb: therefore, the
risk of shrinkage of this element due to the passage of
time is completely eliminated.

EXTERNAL EVALUATIONS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF MONDOFLEX RUBBER
The Mondoflex (rubber) and Mondosport (PVC)
Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) were
implemented in January 2013. This procedure involves
a complete and transparent LCA (Life Cycle Analysis)
of the potential environmental impacts of a product
throughout its entire life cycle (from extraction of the
raw materials, to production energy and materials its
use and final treatment and disposal).
Laboratory tests have shown that, compared to PVC, the
Mondoflex rubber product has 19% less impact on the
environment, also thanks to the greater durability of the
product that allows the moment of replacement of the
surface to be postponed, thus reducing the amount of
waste.
Mondoflex II has been tested in independent laboratories
for the study of VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds)
emissions, revealing a remarkably low level of
emissions into the air, according to the AgBB:2010
scheme based on the emission tests(ISO 16000). The
Protocol establishes the need for 28 days of testing in
a controlled environment, but if the emissions are low
enough, the possibility of concluding the evaluation after
only 7 days is accepted, as in the case of our rubber
product.
Recently, an external laboratory has classified
Mondoflex as “non-hazardous waste” (solid urban
waste): at the end of its life cycle it can be thrown
into a normal landfill without any harmful impact
on the environment.

PRODUCT COMPLIANT WITH CURRENT LEGISLATION
Mondoflex and Mondoflex II (rubber Indoor sports
flooring) have been controlled in accordance with the
certifications EN 14041, EN 14904, ISO14040 and ISO
14044.
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Mondoflex II

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

The best rubber product dedicated to Multisport in the
Mondo range.
Thanks to its unique three-layered structure,
MONDOFLEX II maintains its biomechanical
characteristics unchanged over time.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Multi-purpose Point Elastic sports flooring, consisting of
two layers of natural and synthetic rubber and an elastic
foam supporting underlay.
The calendered and vulcanised layers are joined in
production and form Mondoflex II.
3 LAYER STRUCTURE
The surface with smooth finish is non-slip and antiglare.
The first and the second layer are in vulcanised rubber, a
thermosetting material, while the third level consists of
polyurethane foam.
The three-layer structure gives the flooring modulated
density and hardness to ensure:
››Correct load distribution
››Energy return
››Shock absorption produced during sports activity
BIOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES UNCHANGED OVER
TIME
Mondoflex II ensures a level of shock absorption
exceeding 25%, in accordance with the EN 14904
standard.
For maximum durability and functionality, the product
is designed and manufactured with very high quality
raw materials. In addition, the hardening process of the
rubber is clearly inferior to other materials and allows
the biomechanical qualities of the flooring to last longer.
PREFABRICATED CONTROLLED
Prefabrication ensures the constant uniformity of
product once laid and adequate biomechanical response
over the entire surface.
In the test lab, using standardised procedures, we verify
performance in advance in order to ensure the same
product performance once installed.
WATERPROOFING AND EASE OF MAINTENANCE
During installation, Mondoflex II can be combined with
the Everlay waterproofing underlay that is dry laid on a
suitable subsurface.
The combination combats moisture problems and
prevents the formation of surface bubbles.
The smooth surface also allows easy cleaning and
maintenance.
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DURABILITY OVER TIME
The flooring does not require welding joints between the
rolls, which are usually the first to be damaged by wear.
The vulcanization process of the rubber ensures a life
expectancy of over 15 years, under conditions of normal
use and maintenance.
FLOORING SYSTEMS WITH MONDOFLEX II
System glued to the cement screed
››Mondoflex II Thickness 7.5 mm (KA= P1)
System insulated from the cement screed:
››Mondoflex II Thickness 7.5 mm + Everlay 1.2 mm
(KA=P1)
››Mondoflex II Thickness 7.5 + Everlay B 4 mm (KA=P2)
ECO-COMPATIBILITY
Tests carried out at independent laboratories have
shown that MONDOFLEX II has a remarkably low level of
VOC emissions into the air.
Compliant with ISO14040 and ISO 14044
certifications.

Identikit

Indoor Sports Facilities

Sports

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport competition hall
››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio

››Basket
››Futsal
››Handball
››Volleyball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
›› FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016) for Mondoflex
››Technical characteristics in accordance with
the EN 14904 standard
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Mondoflex
Mondoflex is a rubber sports flooring that stands out
for its extraordinary durability and high resistance to
shocks, wear and Life cycle.
Ideal for recreational facilities such as schools, private
gyms, fitness centres and multi-purpose areas.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Multi-purpose Point Elastic flooring, consisting of
calendered and vulcanised natural and synthetic rubber.
The surface layer with smooth, non-slip and anti-glare
finish, is vulcanised on a supporting underlay with
constant thickness.
The flooring can be glued directly on a cement screed
or coupled during installation to the Everlay stabilising
underlay with a suitable adhesive.
FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
››Excellent resistance to wear and tear, thanks to the
vulcanisation process
››Easy to clean
››Properties unchanged over time
››No thermal sealing for greater durability
››Total protection against humidity from the substrate
and formation of bubbles thanks to the combination
with the Everlay underlay
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MONDOFLEX PERFORMANCE

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

Rubber sports flooring, ideal for official sporting events.
The Mondoflex Performance removable flooring comes
in 7.5 mm thick sheets and is placed on top of the
substrate with suitable adhesive tapes.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
A Point Elastic flooring consisting of an anti-glare
surface layer made from natural and synthetic rubber,
finely embossed, coupled to an elastic substrate.

MONDOFLEX FLOORING SYSTEM
System glued to the cement screed:
››Mondoflex Thickness 3 mm
System insulated from the cement screed:
››Mondoflex Thickness 3 mm + Everlay A 1.2 mm
››Mondoflex Thickness 3 mm + Everlay B 4 mm
››Mondoflex Thickness 3 mm + Everlay EG 6 mm (KA=P1)

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
››Excellent shock absorption
››Extraordinary duration
››Embossed finish that ensures an appropriate
coefficient of friction (ideal playing comfort)
››Ball rebound ensured by the characteristics of the
surface

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

ECO-COMPATIBILITY
The Mondoflex Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD) for the LCA analysis was implemented in January
2013: tests showed that it is 19% less impacting on
the environment. The Mondoflex II rubber material
is considered solid urban waste and therefore easily
disposable in a normal landfill.
Compliant with ISO14040 and ISO 14044 certifications.

Indoor Sports Facilities

Sports

CERTIFICATIONS

Indoor Sports Facilities

Sports

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio

››Basket
››Handball
››Futsal
››Volleyball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016)
for Mondoflex
›› Mondoflex+Everlay EG system compliant with EN 14904

››Top competition indoor
arena
››Multisport competition
hall

››Volleyball
››Handball
››Futsal
››Basket

››FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016)
for Mondoflex
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
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Mondosport II

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

A PVC product, suitable for Multisport use with an
optimal quality-price ratio.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Point Elastic PVC sports flooring consists of a vinyl
surface layer with embossed, matt and non-slip finish,
coupled with a polyurethane foam elastic underlay with
constant thickness.
Dimensional stability is guaranteed by the inclusion of a
special glass fibre net, placed between the surface layer
and the elastic underlay.
The layer subject to wear, the glass fibre net and
the shock absorption layer are coupled during the
production process.
The product offers a wide range of colours and special
wood finish version.
FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
The two-layered structure gives the flooring modulated
density and hardness to ensure the correct distribution
of loads, effective energy return and adequate
absorption of shocks produced during sports activities.
The top layer subject to wear ensures an appropriate
coefficient of friction for comfortable playing.

Texture

Backing

PREFABRICATED CONTROLLED
Prefabrication ensures constant uniformity of the
product once laid and adequate biomechanical response
over the entire surface.
In the test lab, using standardised procedures, we verify
performance in advance in order to ensure the same
product performance once laid.
WATERPROOFING AND EASE OF MAINTENANCE
Mondosport II can be coupled with the Everlay
waterproofing underlay during installation that is dry
laid on a suitable subsurface.
The combination combats moisture problems and
prevents the formation of surface bubbles.
FLOORING SYSTEMS WITH MONDOSPORT II
System glued to the cement screed:
››Mondosport II Thickness 8 mm
System insulated from the cement screed:
››Mondosport II Thickness 8 mm + Everlay A 1.2 mm
(KA=P1)
››Mondosport II Thickness 8 mm + Everlay B 4 mm
(KA=P2)
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Wood

Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio

››Volleyball
››Basket
››Handball
››Badminton

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016) for Mondosport
››BWF Certificate of approval for Mondosport 8mm
››Technical characteristics in accordance with the EN 14904BWF standard
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Mondosport I

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

Mondosport I is a sports flooring in PVC representing
an excellent solution for multi-purpose use, able to
combine low cost and good technical qualities.
Ideal for recreational facilities such as schools, private
gyms, fitness centres and multi-purpose areas.

PVC sports flooring, ideal for official sporting events.
The Mondosport Performance removable flooring comes
in 6.5 mm thick sheets and is placed on top of the
substrate with suitable adhesive tapes.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
A Point Elastic flooring comprising an anti-glare surface
layer consisting of a uniform calendered and pressed,
non-slip matt wear layer with special transparent
polyurethane surface finish, coupled with an elastic
foam underlay.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Multi-purpose Point Elastic flooring in PVC.
Surface layer with embossed, matt and non-slip finish,
calendered and pressed to a vinyl foam underlay.
The flooring can be glued directly on a cement screed
or coupled during installation to the Everlay stabilising
underlay with a suitable adhesive.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS
››Price among the most competitive in the Mondo
multisport range
››Easy to clean
››Total protection against humidity from the substrate
and formation of bubbles thanks to the combination
with the Everlay underlay
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Mondosport Performance

MONDOSPORT I FLOORING SYSTEM
System glued to the cement screed:
››Mondosport I Thickness 3.5 mm
System insulated from the cement screed:
››Mondosport I Thickness 3.5 mm + Everlay A 1.2 mm
››Mondosport I Thickness 3.5 mm + Everlay B 4 mm
››Mondosport I Thickness 3.5 mm + Everlay EG 6 mm
(KA=P1)

Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio

››Basket
››Handball
››Indoor futsal /
five-a-side football
››Volleyball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016)
for Mondosport I
›› Mondosport I+Everlay EG system complaint with EN 14904

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
››Excellent shock absorption
››Excellent price/quality ratio
››Embossed finish that ensures an appropriate
coefficient of friction (ideal playing comfort)
››Ball rebound ensured by the characteristics of the
surface

FIVB Recommended
IHF Approved

Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport competition
hall

››Volleyball
››Handball
››Basketball

››FIVB Recommended Product Certificate (2013/2016)
for Mondosport
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Flooring
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Mondoelastic

IHF Approved

Mondoelastic is the high quality fixed sports flooring
with wood finish, approved for top-level competitions.
The system is characterised by a special elastic base
with double layer of plywood laid over patented elastic
rubber supports.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Sports flooring from the Combi Elastic range, it is
composed of two cross layers of phenolic plywood,
screwed and glued together. On this the flooring is fixed
with beech, oak or maple finish, treated with highresistance varnish.
The patented rubber supports are able to absorb shocks
and return to their original position thanks to an internal
air chamber. They provide the system with a perfect
balance between energy return, shock absorption,
deformation and ball rebound.
The elastic supports are fixed according to a scheme
designed to ensure total uniformity of elastic response
at every point of the surface.
The surface provides excellent resistance to the weight
and wear of equipment that is normally used in sports
facilities, such as telescopic stands and baskets.

Patented pads

Identikit

Indoor Sports Facilities

››Multisport competition
hall
››Fitness/Cardio
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SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Basket
››Handball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
Category, Level 1
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
›› Technical characteristics in accordance with the EN
14904 standard and DIN 18032-2 standard
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Zeta System FTS

IHF Approved

Zeta System FTS is a fixed sports flooring with wood
finish. The system is characterised by a special
prefabricated mat.

IHF Approved

Fast Break System 2

Removable wooden sports flooring with modular tile
system. Specifically designed for top-level competitions,
it was chosen as the official product for basketball at
the 2012 London Olympics. Since 2010, UEFA has also
chosen the Fast Break System 2 Laminated as official
product for Futsal events.
The system is able to satisfy the most demanding
sportsmen, optimising sporting, technical and
multifunctionality requirements.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Sports flooring in the Area Elastic range, consisting of
a single layer of phenolic plywood cut into boards, on
which the finish flooring in beech, oak or maple is fixed,
varnished with high resistance varnish.
The combination is cushioned by the prefabricated
mat, made uniformly with granules derived from
recycled raw materials, treated and encapsulated with
a polyurethane resin, arranged as a sandwich between
two polyester nonwovens.
The prefabricated mat provides the system with
a perfect balance between energy return, shock
absorption, deformation and ball rebound.
The system is ideal in the case of underfloor heating,
since it allows a homogeneous and constant distribution
of heat throughout the floor surface.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The removable Area Elastic system consists of an upper
layer of pure wood surface treated with polyurethane
varnish, applied on a load-bearing layer of phenolic
birch marine plywood.
The interlocking system of “male-female” tiles is made
even more effective by special threaded dowels in
plywood, made of polyamide, necessary to ensure the
perfect jointing of panels.
Underneath the plywood are rubber support feet that
provide the system with perfect uniformity of elastic
response.

Zeta System

IHF Approved

ZETA SYSTEM is a fixed sports flooring with wood finish
that stands out as the most convenient solution in its
class for multi-purpose use.

FINISHES
The flooring It is available in various surface finishes:
pure wood (for Basketball), laminate (for Futsal),
Mondoflex or Mondosport (for Multisport).

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
The tiles, thanks to a unique interlocking system that
does not require additional fastening elements, is very
easy and quick to assemble and disassemble: the time
required to build a basketball court is estimated in 3
hours of work for a group of 6 people.
The flooring tiles can be supplied on a special container
suitable for transport and subsequent storage. The
aluminium perimeter of the size of the field is included
in the supply.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Sports flooring in the Area Elastic range, consisting of
a single layer of phenolic plywood cut into boards, on
which the finish flooring in beech, oak or maple is fixed,
varnished with high resistance varnish.
The combination is cushioned by a flexible polyurethane
mat, supplied in tiles.
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Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

Indoor Sports Facilities

››Multisport competition hall (Zeta
System FTS)
››Multisport Indoor (Zeta System FTS)
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio (Zeta System FTS)

››Basket
››Handball
››Indoor hockey
(Zeta System FTS)

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
Category, Level 1
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
››Compliant with the requirements of the European
standard EN 14904

››Top competition indoor
arena
››Multisport competition
hall

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Basket
››Handball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
Category, Level 1
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring
››Compliant with the requirements of the European
standard EN 14904
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Elastiflex
Elastiflex is a fixed multisport sports flooring, with
rubber finish, characterised by excellent durability.
The system is characterised by a special elastic subbase with double layer of plywood laid over patented
elastic rubber supports.
Its shock absorption value is best in class.

Premier Plus is a fixed multisport sports flooring with
rubber finish, characterised by a high shock absorption
value. The surface ensures multipurpose use, ideal for
recreational facilities such as schools, private gyms,
fitness centres and multifunctional areas.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Flooring from the Combi Elastic range composed
of a double layer of phenolic plywood on which the
Mondoflex rubber finish flooring is glued.
The combination is cushioned by a flexible polyurethane
mat, supplied in tiles.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
A surface from the Combi Elastic range, it is composed
of two cross layers of phenolic plywood, screwed and
glued together. On these the Mondoflex rubber flooring
is glued for superior durability.
The patented rubber supports are able to absorb shocks
and return to their original position thanks to an internal
air chamber.
They provide the system with a perfect balance between
energy return, shock absorption, deformation and ball
rebound. The elastic supports are fixed according to a
scheme designed to ensure total uniformity of elastic
response at every point of the surface.
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
››Excellent shock absorption
››Extraordinary duration
››Smooth finish that ensures an appropriate coefficient
of friction for ideal playing comfort
››Ball rebound ensured by the characteristics of the
surface
››Anti-glare surface coating
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Premierplus MondoFLEX

IHF Approved

Patented pads

FINISH
The flooring is available in Mondosport PVC finish that
stands out for its excellent price/quality ratio.

Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio

››Basket
››Volleyball
››Futsal
››Handball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Wooden Flooring,
Level 1, 2, 3
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic Floorings
››Compliant with the requirements of the European
standard EN 14904

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
››Good impact absorption
››Smooth finish that ensures an appropriate coefficient
of friction for ideal playing comfort
››Ball rebound ensured by the characteristics of the
surface
››Anti-glare surface coating

IHF Approved

FINISH
Premier Plus is available in Mondosport PVC finish that
stands out for its excellent price/quality ratio.

Indoor Sports Facilities

SportS

CERTIFICATIONS

››Gyms
››Fitness

››Basket
››Volleyball
››Futsal
››Handball

››FIBA Certificate of Approval for Synthetic
Flooring - Level 2,3
››IHF 2013 Certificate of Approval for Synthetic
Floorings
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Sport Impact

RAMFLEX
Ramflex is a high density rubber flooring, resistant to
heavy the weight of fitness sports equipment.
The extra thickness of the wear layer ensures higher
resistance to permanent loads and also to impact, for
excellent comfort and safety.
The embossed, non-porous surface allows for easier
maintenance.

SPORT IMPACT is a high density rubber flooring,
resistant to the heavy weight of fitness sports
equipment and the ice skate blades.
The extra thickness of the wear layer ensures high
resistance to permanent loads and also to impact, for
excellent comfort and safety.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
A calendered and vulcanised high resistance sports
flooring in natural and synthetic rubber, composed of
a monochromatic base in which granules of identical
composition are inserted, vulcanised to a supporting
underlay.
The product offers a wide range of colours that easily
match the furnishing solutions chosen for the facility.
Adhesive attachment to suitable substrate.

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
››Exceptional durability
››Non-slip
››Excellent resistance to high wear, to the weight of
sports equipment, to cuts and lacerations
››Maximum safety and comfort
››Ease of maintenance thanks to the embossed, nonporous and bacteriostatic surface layer
››Does not require welding of joints

HIGHJOLT
Rubber sports flooring, produced in square panels, is
laid placing the tiles adjacent to each other thanks to
a special interlocking system based on high-precision
computerized cutting which requires no welding of
joints.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
A calendered and vulcanised sports flooring in natural
and synthetic rubber, composed of a monochromatic
and marbled base vulcanised to a supporting underlay.
The product offers a wide range of colours that easily
match the furnishing solutions chosen for the facility.
Adhesive attachment to suitable substrate.
FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
››Exceptional durability
››Non-slip
››Excellent resistance to high wear and to the weight of
sports equipment
››Maximum safety and comfort
››Easy maintenance: non-porous bacteriostatic surface
layer
››Does not require welding of joints

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
››Ease of installation
››Exceptional durability
››Non-slip
››Excellent resistance to high wear and to the weight of
sports equipment
››Maximum safety and comfort
››Ease of maintenance thanks to the non-porous and
bacteriostatic surface layer
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Indoor Sports Facilities
(SPORT IMPACT)

SportS
(SPORT IMPACT)

Indoor Sports Facilities
(HIGHJOLT)

Indoor Sports Facilities

››Fitness/Cardio
››Ice rinks

››Ice rinks

››Fitness/Cardio

››Fitness/Cardio
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Everlay

Sport Protection Floor

Everlay is a technical solution
suitable for multi-purpose Indoor
use, for any level of performance, in
conjunction with Mondo Indoor sports
floorings.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
This is an underlayment in fibreglass,
treated on both sides with synthetic
resins and elastomers, with a series
of expanded resin stems in the
underside.
It can be dry laid and constitutes a
continuous substrate, characterised
by an excellent isolation against
humidity arising from the subfloor, on
which Mondo Indoor sports floorings
can be glued using special adhesives.
FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS
Many are the benefits deriving from
the combination of Mondo surfaces
with products from the Everlay range:
››Stabilising, waterproofing and
insulating
››Designed to be installed without
glue on screeds, even in the
presence of residual moisture,
avoiding the risk of surface bubbles
››Facilitate the installation of sports
flooring
››Do not constitute a thermal barrier
in the use of underfloor heating
››Allow for easier replacement of the
flooring at the end of its life cycle,
reducing future dismantling costs
››Increase shock absorption
Everlay is available in various
thicknesses to meet any specific
customer requirements.

EVERLAY A (1,2 mm)
Can be used in combination with
Mondoflex II, Mondoflex, Mondosport
II and Mondosport I. With minimum
thickness there is already significant
isolation against humidity arising
from the subfloor.

Multilayer PVC flooring, supplied in rolls, reinforced with
a layer of fibre glass on a vinyl foam base.
Ideal for protecting sports floors, especially those made
of wood.
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The top wear layer, with a monochrome opaque
appearance, free from micro-cavities, is easy to clean
and practical to be handled within sports facilities.
It is installed using suitable adhesive tape or doublesided tape.

Step 1

EVERLAY B (4 mm)
The combination with Mondoflex
II, Mondoflex, Mondosport II or
Mondosport I ensures an excellent
isolation against humidity arising
from the subfloor and good
shock absorption. In particular, in
combination with Mondoflex II and
Mondosport II it reaches a value of
35% KA as P2 product, according to
the EN14904 standard.

Step 2

Step 3

EVERLAY EG (6 mm)
Can be used in combination with
Mondoflex and Mondosport I.
Also in this thickness variant, Everlay
guarantees high isolation against
humidity arising from the subfloor
with an efficient level of shock
absorption. In combination with
Mondoflex or Mondosport I it reaches
a value of 25% KA as P1 product
according to the EN14904 standard.
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Ease of Installation
Everlay shortens installation time,
eliminating delays due to screed
drying times. The use of Everlay
underlays, installed without glue on
suitably prepared surfaces, provides
a continuous base characterised
by an excellent isolation against
humidity arising from the subfloor, on
which the new flooring can be glued.

Identikit

Indoor Sports Facilities
››Multisport competition hall
››Multisport Indoor
››Gyms
››Fitness/Cardio
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sports equipment
EQUIPMENT TO ENJOY SPORTS
In our Research Centre in Zaragoza, we design and
develop the best equipment for practising sport, thanks
to the applied research experience gained through years
of presence in the field.
The Mondo team of engineers and architects knows
that the quality of sports equipment is crucial for the
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validity of a sports facility: this is why each item
is designed and produced entirely in our plants,
where the production process is controlled and
supervised at all stages.
What we want is to create a better space for both
athletes and spectators.
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VIDEOSCREENS AND LED SYSTEMS
Mondo’s experience and investments are in the most
advanced R&D in order to ensure maximum quality and
reliability of our Videoscreens at both the design and
technological level.
CUSTOM CONSULTING
Mondo’s technical department prepares a personalised
study to define the most suitable solution for the needs
of each customer.
The initial engineering analysis identifies the
appropriate structural elements, selecting the most
suitable LED model and control system electronics.
In addition, Mondo designs and develops specific
Mondovideo software also allowing use of the
Videoscreen as an electronic scoreboard.
Our team brings together the best professionals in the
sector, with a customer support service that begins with
the installation and continues throughout the post-sales
phase.
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SEATING SYSTEMS
Mondo has created a division dedicated to the
production of seating solutions, with an offer that ranges
from seats to stands for Outdoor and Indoor sports
facilities. The Mondodoseat and Venelli Seating product
range can adapt to the various customer needs, with
monobloc and tip-up seating. We also study specific
solutions for telescopic and fixed stands.
TELESCOPIC STANDS
Custom designed and modulated for each project,
these are recommended mainly in sports halls to
perfectly adapt to the dimensions of the facility and to
increase capacity. A wide variety of high-technology
stands in terms of versatility, strength, durability, safety,
ergonomics and comfort.
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FIXED STANDS
Mondo fixed stands can be a viable alternative to the
construction of concrete stands.
Each project is designed and produced according to the
requirements of the sports hall.
PORTABLE STANDS
Multipurpose standard modules, easy to transport
in any point of the sports hall.
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www.mondotrack.com

www.mondoindoorsport.com

www.mondoturf.com
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